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·Homecoming Week events
nOt to be "Insufficient"
By Molly Sullivan
and Kathy Oshel
The Xavier Newswire
It's Homecoming 1990 and all
Muskies are invited. Events have
been planned to appeal to the students as well as the alumni.
Homeeoming Week didn't miss the
green with the miniature golf kick-off
event drawing a gOOd tur:noµt.·
. "People w'.e!e X~!Y,e~q~g,~tl\at.w.e ..
brought ff CmiriiatUre golf] on cam- .
pus ":said Meg Olberding, chair of
the Student Activities Council (SAC).
"It was something different and fun."
.. Olberding said this year SAC, who
sponsors Homecoming, wanted to
have events that were free to students·
and structured so students could
come to an event late 'or leave early.
"Except for ComedyfeSt and the
dance we made events free so that
stude~ts can have a gOod time .
without straining their wallets,'~ said
Olberding.
Comedyfest features Judy Tenuta,
one of the country's top comedians,
and 1978.Xavier graduate Michael
Flannery, named "Funniest Person in
Ohio." Comedyfest, which is at 8
p.m. on Friday in the Xavier Armory,
cost is $5 for students and faculty.
After Comedyfest, "The Cruise"
will perfrom, this event is free and
open to the public.
Homecoming Dance, (Saturday,
9p.m. to 1 a.m.). in the Cincinn~ti
Convention Cent(!r, features the band
Insufficient Funds, who play everything from progressive to classical,
from REM to the Rolling Stones.
Tickets are $11 for a single and $20
per couple. The tickets are available
in the SAC office.
According to· Olberding, there are
more events offered this year.
"Homecoming is later than last year
and students don't have midterms, so
we felt students would have more
time to enjoy the week and not have
to squeeze things in."
.
Tim Ranaghan, director of Alumni
Relations said, "Xavier has a lot to be

pro~d of and we want all our alumni
and students to share and celebrate
that pride."
.
.
Alumni events mclude the kickoff festivities on Friday evening,
Nov. 9, with the class of 1965's 25th
anniversary reunion, reception and
dinner. There will also be an alumni
swim meet.
Saturday's alumni schedule ineludes visiting the campus, receptions, '~~t th~ ¥~sJ<le~t an~ the_·.·J:Iomecommg ~ance.: · · .
. .
Inductions mto t_he XaVIe~ Athletic
Hall of Fame and the Edg~hff
Homecoming reception wdl both
include luncheons.
A basketball p~eview, will highlight the Muskies NCAA Sweet
Sixteen season, introduce the 1990-91
team, and feature Pete Gillen's
speculations of the upcomi~g se~son.
Preceding the .J:Iomeco~mg dinner
dance for alumni IS a mass m memory of the deceased Xavier and
Edgecliff alumni, as well as~ i:eception honoring the award reapients.
The Sister Mary Sullivan Award and
the Distinguished Alum.nus Award,
Edgecliff and Xavier's highest honor
for Alumni will be p~nted ..
The alumni dance will begt~ at.
9:30 pm, Sat., Nov. 10, at ~e Cmcmnati Convention Center.with the. .
swing sound of Dee Fehce and his Big
Band.

1990-91 &nger Challenge team incl~des: front row (Lto ~): ]~n Little, .Rob
Blankenship, Scott Hasselbach and pat Lancaster. Back row (L to R): Tim Leroux,
Mike Panko, Sg. Major Nelson, Nick Lancaster, Ron Sargent and Bo Donohoo.
By Kathy Oshel .

The Xavier Newswire
Dedication, teamwork and heart
paid off for the1990-91 ROTC Ranger
Challenge team as they took first
place in two competitions and placed
third overall.
The Ranger Challeng~ com~ti
tion held in Ravena, Ohio, against
13 other schools last weekend, is
basically a national varsity sport for
the military and it's designed after
competition found in the active duty
army, according to Peter Wirth,
assistant captain of the team.
The team consists of nine m.embers who compete in events such as
range firing for targets, physical
fitness tests, and technical competition, which consists of handgrenade
throwing, rope bridge and ~a.trol
ling. The patrolling competition
requires the teams to go out from 7
p.m to 3 a.m. and g~ cross cour~try
without the aid of hghts and with
the restriction of noise.
The last event is the 10 kilometer
race, and the teams dress in full
combat gear and a backpack full of
about 10 pounds of rock. This is
considered to be the hardest event
beCause the teams are operating on
about two hours of sleep and are fatigued from previous events.

Xavier's Ranger Challenge team
took fir.it in the patrolling competition and the lOk race.
According to Wirth the patroJJing
event is ''how well you know what
they want you to know, and we
trained on those guidelines."
Mike Panko, captain of the team,
said the 10 kilometer race is "an
endurance event; and if you want to
win, you have to have a lot of
stamina and heart."
"In the past five years, this is the
best overall team that Xavier has
fielded said Worth. "We consistently scored better in every event.
Panko said, ''The quality of the
people on the team was a lot better
and everyone was dedicated and
we went up there to win."
Wirth said the team has learned
from its past problems. He also felt
the improvement could be credited
to "the quality personnel, and the
fact that the ROTC program has
been training better cadets." Sergeant Major Nelson is coach of the
Ranger Challenge team and has
been in the program for four years.
"He knows competition and he
knows what it takes to win," said
Wirth.
"We trained more intensely and
the dedicatipn factor was high and
everyone wanted to win," said
Panko. "It's the epitome of team/1
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Supermarket receipts to aid Burton Project
By Jennifer Stark

The Xavier Newswire
As the holiday season
draws near, grocery shopping becomes serious business. Now Xavier students
can add Apples to their
shopping lists by saving
their Thriftway and Kroger
stores' cash register receipts
and donating them to the
Burton Project,, as part of
Xavier's 10-year Partnership
in Education program.
Xavier's Department of

University Relations will ·
redeem donated cash register
tapes for Apple and IBM
computers for students at
Burton Elementary School.,
as part of Xavier's 10-year
Partnership in Education
program. According to Dr.
Merelyn Bates-Mims, director
of Affirmative Action, the
computers are sorely needed
at Burton.
"Neighborhood schools
like Burton Elementary
School have limited funds.
With the success of this
program, these children will

Nominations for the ~fltll©l®lfil{l G<D>v...
<ell'llilmnl<ellil{l Ilbtttcellllcellll<t<e ullil ILce&©lceJr...
eThlD.JP A\l'f&Jr©l for the month of October are open through this week. See
Betsy King in the SGA office for
nomination applications.

have access to computers,"
said Bates-Mims. "The
Xavier donations will help in
their drive1o purchase
computers. People in that
community have been
collecting receipts for one
year."
Bates-Mims said that
Apple and IBM distributors
need $250,000 in cash register
receipts to ennable Burton

Mock election results
Results based on 109
voters and compiled by
College Republicans and
Democrats.
Governor/Lt. Governor
37 Votes, Celebrezze/
Branstool (D) 33.94%
72 Votes, Voinovich/
DeWine (R) 66.06%
Secretary of State ·
69 Votes, Bob Taft (R)
67.65%
33 Votes,· Sherrod Brown
(0)32.35%
Attorney General
31 Votes, Lee Fisher (D)
33.33%
62 Votes, Paul E. Pfeifer
(R)66.67%

Get

Auditor
45 Votes, James Petro (R)

an

in Management
without ever picking up a book.
There are no long study sessions ...

in fact you don't even have to take a test!
Sound too good to be true? Well maybe.
but that's because we're not talking about
the Management you study in school ... we're talking about
MetroManagement. MetroManagement is simple. it's a way to
manage your time wisely while in college. All you have to do is
take The Metro to campus. Did you know that last year
alone. Greater Cincinnati motorists spent 1.8 million hours
in traffic? Taking a Metro bus to campus allows you to
spend that time getting caught up on your school work or
on your sleep. And riding The Metro will also help you
manage your college budget. A silver "A" MetroCard gives
you unlimited rides in one zone for just $26.00 a
month. And those of you who travel beyond one zone
can save money too. with a gold "B" MetroCard. So take
The Metro to· campus and get an A in MetroManagement!'
For MetroCard information please call 621-4455.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
CALL US AT
MetroCenter

621·44SS

Elementary School to purchase one computer.
"~avier's participation will
greatly help this goal," she
added. ''We need everyone
to pitch in."
Students wishing to take
part in the project can send
cash register receipts to Mary
Lang, Community Relations,
Room 410, Schott Hall, oncampusmail:

WORRIED ABOUT
THEGMAT? At
Townsend, classes of 3 5 students learn proven,
efficient strategies at a
reasonable cost. Don't
spend $hundreds more
for Ion, drawn-out
curses. Call Townsend
at 742-5510. Classes
start in November.
(Also, ask about our
individual instruction
for the GMAT.or LSAT.)
.
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TOWNSEMJLEARNiNGCENTERS
1315 K•"f'lt
Dr., Sulll g'
Clnaln1t1fl, Ohio 45240
(513} 141·5510

46.39%
52 Votes,,Thomas
Ferguson (D) 53.61 %
Treasurer 34 Votes, Mary Ellen
Withrow (D) 37.36%
57 Votes, Judith Brachman
(R)62.64%
U.S. House of Rcpresenta-

.tilli
First District
68 Votes, J. Kenneth
Blackwell (R) 64.76%
37 Votes, Charles Luken
(0)35.24%
Second District
33 Votes, Tyrone Yates (D)
36.67%
57 Votes, Willis Gradison
63.33%

NO ONE UNDERS11'NDS

H t G H E R : v l t t N - w l t t - W.........,,.N~~h.. 7,1990- ..... ,

FMTER,QUICKER,lDNGER OR SI KONGER s1000~
Dt'.11 ER THAN DEACONESS.
~~.~~~ry~~~~·p:~
organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

This program work~!
No investment needed.
Call 1·800-932-0528
Ext. 50

ENJOY A
4.0

Deaconess Hospital artdCincinnati Spbrtsmedicine
have.a~sembled som.e o. fthe most ~gvanced sports·
med1cme research andtecbil.ology mthe world.
We have devefoped a national reputation for tlie
treatment'of injuries to bones, ligaments, muscles.
and cartilage. . . . . . . ··
·· , ·
· .
·Which is why physicians come to otir center .
from all over the world to learn the newest advances
·. · · · · ·
·
in sportsmedicin(!. · . . .
. And why many professional athletes have come
to us for everything from.career-threatening injuries
to career.;enharicing training programs. .
.

Bu~ y~u don't have to be a world-class athlete

to be treated like one.
We use oi:ir extensive research and expertise
to help many Cit1cinilatians reach their full athletic
potential, no matter who they are or what their
goals are.
·. . ·.
·
·.
So if you are into recreational or professional
jogging, swimming, tennis, golf, basketball, soccer or

BREAKFAST
Treat yourself .to breakfast
at Arthur's this week-end.
Saturday and Sunday,
9:30 am til 2 pm. Put
yourself at the top of the
class. Only at Arthur's.
Join us.

football,cal1Deaconess1Cin~innad's"sportsll1edicine

h.nossppitrat1s'm'.foerdt.hce.nbeeosrt
1 0
11
orthopaedic·services.

g. b.. . ~ tirir.
_na.
· ··1rr
·r·
~
·

·

·
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·
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DEACONESS, ONCINNATI'S SPORTSMEl)IONE HOSPITAL= 559-CALL.

Bar • Restaurant • Garden
3516 Edwards Rd.
Hyde Park Square
87'1-5543

Why intervention in
the Gulf Crisis?
Intervention is imperative on the part of the United
States to stop the naked aggression against our allies
· shown by Saddam Hussein. It is the responsibility of
the United States to intervene in the Gulf Crisis,
because Saddam Hussein's adoption of the "new
Hitler" approach endangers the oil supply of the
world. He has no qualms about breaking the internationally banned u5e of chemical warfare. Hussein
is an egotistical and arrogant tyrant who will not
give up, and as a super power it is our duty to stop
rum.
.
· Hussein's background is a main reason why the
United States wants to put an end to his terrorizing.
The list of inhumane acts he has committed is
unbelievable. The history of terrorist activities he has
compiled has been harmful to soldiers and civilians
alike.
Chemical warfare was internationally banned
because of its awful effects, although Hussein has
used them in the past. Obviously, however, he has
no feelings for the short and long tenn effects of such
harsh warfare, because presently he has threatened
to use the in the Gulf Crisis.
J-low can anyone think this man is not looking to
control the world. through the demand for oil?
Rightfully So, the United States has 5ent trc>,<>i's ~ .
Saudi Arabia to protect the '1ittle guys" from· "the
bully," but oil is a necessity in the U.S. economy.•.
Without the U.S. stepping in and taking charge,
Hussein could. run wild with the price of oil and we
would have to continue to pay it.
Since the United States is a "super power'', it is our
obligation to defend our allies. Hu~in is so
arrogant he cannot even see the real picture. Does
he not realize that every day he puts off cooperating,
the U.S. is enlafging their military in the Gulf?
The United States is ready and waiting to sfop
Hussein once and for all, for leaving Hu5sein in position and power would be equivalent to leaving a
loaded and cocked pistol in a crowded room ...
eventually, someone will die.
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Education is""'a waste to some

Students are. disjoined from reality
at the AARP (American ·
of the real world, they
substituteartificial reality
Association for Retired,
such as the Brady Bunch or
· People). AH ofthe elderly
Growing Pains. These shows vote and no poli~eiandares
are fictional peoplein a
touch social security; Just
fictional senario. These
.look at last weeks campaign
shows are not real; Frank
ads. So, then, as we sit and
By L.J. Weislak
Lorenzo is. Many do not care watch Marcia double date
Newswire Columnist
about politics, the economy,
with Greg, we get stiffed. If '
Before you read trus
and all such policies in
you did not vote yesterday, if
week's column, first take trus general. Why is this bad, you you did not read at least one
short quiz. Fi1'5t, who is ·
ask? Listen kids, if you do
newspaper last week, don't
Frank Lorenzo? Who is
not know trungs about the
cry about the drinking age.
James Baker? Who-is Mike
. Do something.
world around you, your
Kramer? What continent is.
education is a waste of time
The answers: Frank
Morocco in? (see the answers and money. Theentire · · · LorenzC>(Iadmitthiswas
at the end> If you knew who
tough) 'is deposid president
purpose of a liberal arts
all these people were, you
of Easterri Airlines who tried
education is to train your ··
passed my current events
mind to think critically and
to break the Macrunists.
awareness test. In other
~bjectively about issues that
Uriion and the Pilots Unionwords, you keep up on ··
effect this world.. If you are
A well hated fellow. ,James
current events and are aware unaware, then; about the .
Baker (techriically,James
of the world around you.
Baker III) is Secretary of .
reality of trus world, your
Unfortilnately, many, if not
critical mind goes to waste,
State. 'Mike Kramer is .
most, college shidents are
as eventually you will. In .
president of Xavier's Student
apathetic and disjoined from support of my contention, I . Government Association. ( If
the world around .them~
offer the following example.
you didn' t kno~ that you . .
I am sure that if l asked
We all wish tJ:te drinking
are in sad shape) .. Morocco 1s
. the questi<>ti who. ~as ..
age would change. Now, .. . in Africa.'.(a 1a·rgepercentage
Michael Jordan, m<>sf everywruchone: watching Charles · of high school seniors did nof
one would know the answer. in Charge or voting going to
know that).
·
This illustrates the fact that
~ake an impact?. Think for a
My risky before the
college students in ~heir
second, if young poeple were election prediction;given to
attempt to become well ·
aware of policies and voted, · you after. the election. (If J
educated neglect the real .
would the drinking age be
am wrong mock me): Blackworld around them. In place 21? The answer is no. Look . well over Luken 55%, 45%.

-

Dissection of fl.uff chicks

--

By Michelle Havens

Neswire Columnist
Hey all you fluffchicks and
glowboys! Try to drag · .
yourself away form your·
. hairspr~y and mirrors just
long enough·to give me a
pike of your short-lived
attention span. .
First, I want to draw
attention to the fluffchicks ..
For all of you uninfonned
innocents~ these are the
females who sit in front of·
you in Class and try to'
inadvertently kill you with a
toxic cloud of hairspray that
- is supposed to support their.
hair from hell. Also, to
display their.artistic ability,
they closely Critique the paint
on their nails, then decide
that a.dding another four
. .• : ... • •. •

~

layers of colbr will greatly
some sensitivity arid maybe
increase their chances of a
. I'll give you a second look.
Cover Girl spread. ·. .·
In other words, all of you are.
Secondly, these girls think acting like geeks. . .
that Tammy Faye Bakker is a
On to the rest ofthis elite
goddess. For instance, if they group. These are the special
equal her amount of make-up ooys who try to display their
or more (the more the.
. exciting past and tremendous
scarier)~ they wiHbe totally .
present. Just listening to you
knocked-out gorgeous... to a guys keeps me awake in .·.·
blind dog maybe.
class. Why you ask? What
Arid finally, for the female guy alone drinks one keg and
"fluffers", lose the pink fruJives? Who can date half of
fru attitude. Some of. you
the freshman class within a
. might.be total bubble. heads ·two.month period? You guys
by accident (some not and· . . are classic... losers thatis.
that's pitiful), but please, for •
How ab.out the "all brawn,
the sake of soeiety, don't
no brain" studpuppies. _You
flaunt it because you.think
kilo~ who you are. Flexing .
it's cute or even think studs . ·your muscles, ol'.'should I say
will fall for it.
· . molehills, hoping your tank
Now for the glowboys.
tops and tight srurts will · ·
You guys think you are all so emphasize an already
cool. Well thinkagairi~ bub.
helpless source;. I get a real ·
Let me start with the
laugh out of it; At least it's ·
athletes~ You people are
cheap entertainment.
strutting around like you
· What ever happened to
belong in Sports Illustrated.
good old Dick and Jane? Did
You like to think you're good these people metamorphose .
enoughfor thjit.•·.Think again; into mutant Ken and Barbies,
.Drop the attitud.e and -male
or are they the survivors of
Cherynobl? - ·· .
·.
bonding showy crap, show

... • • .'. • ...... -..... •.• ..... •: .... • .. ,,. .. •• .... •.• · - · · · • ...... •
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Faculty member criticizes
controversial Newswire columns Letters to the Editor

people ~hile in public,"
group who have wielded
mystifies me. What does this
unjust political, ~onomic
and cultural power, and who mean? Are gays on campus
· continue to enjoy the fruits of now performing sodomy on
the mall? How could I have
that oppression?
missed
hearing of such a
When will victim blaming
thing? If it is homosexual
cease? You are undergraduing of the complex nature of
sexuality which it is claimed
ates in a university in which
By
Joan
Connell
their world.
is
being
flaunted,
and
not
women students regularly
Vice president for
sodomy, I still must ask
outperform men academiI am discouraged that 14,
Academic Affairs
where. The sexually explicit
cally-the general pattern in
15, 16 years of education
. movies, posters, and necking
this country. How can you
have produced such bigotry
I seldom give into the
ignore all the evidence which couples I see around campus
and blindness; that despite
are exclusively heterosexual.
temptation to respond to
still shows that women earn
what we all claim a liberal,
As for sodomy, what on earth articles and letters in the
Jess as a group even with
value-oriented, Jesuit educais that reference doing there?
higher credentials and better
Newswire on the theory that
tion s~ould do, that experiachievement? The premise of· Sodomy is 'a minority pracstudents should be free to
ence is so clearly not develtice among gay males, (after
Hartman's entire article is
write what they theink.
oping tolerant individuals,
fellatio
and mutual partner
However, if what was
confident enough of their
that equal treatment only
masturbation), is obviously
written in the Oct. 31 edition
awaits equal achievement,
own values to be secure in a
not practiced by lesbians at
is what students really think,
that when women and
diverse world; that the only
all, and is practiced by one
Xavier University has a
response to "different" is
minorities stop being lazy
quarter of all heterosexual
serious, if not critic al probcondemnation.
underachievers and really
married couples under age
lem. Never did so many
I am ashamed to be part of
achieve at white male levels,
35.
such a milieu. I don't want
people get bashed in such a
they will be hired, paid and
Your reference to gays
my friends and neighbors to
small space.
promoted equally. There is
screaming "fag killer" at the
read that Newswire. I feel at
Comments such as "if
an appalling body of eviSecretary of Health and
students choose to segregate
odds with the students for
dence to the contrary in
Human Services ignores the
whose educational experithemselves, they will have to
virtually all levels of the
fact that C. Everett Koop, the
ence I am responsible. 1 am
face the consequences and .
economy. Things seem to be
Surgeon General, has reforced to question the
attitudes of other students,"
improving somewhat in ,
ported that the U.S. lost a
usefulness of what an acaor"if women would bckle
some limited areas of the ·
down and qualify themselves demic institution is trying to
economy, but the situation is decade of research and
do.
better in their fields instead
clear. The wisdom of quotas experimental treatment of
AIDS due to politicians'
I ani frightened of the
of asking for slack in the job
as a remedy is debatable; the
consequences of such attipresence of discrimination in unwillingness tofund efforts .· market," or "the road you
tudes. We may fight to save
have chosen is long, desolate
hiring, paying and promoting to halt a disease that kills
gays-an analysis many
. the seals in Alaska, to divest
and harsh ... Now you blame
is a matter of record.
pc)li ticians and political
oursleves of South African
heterosexuals for your bitter
Lastly the DeAloia letter.
analysts share. That ten year course ... ifyou wanted to be
stock, to recycle our pop'cans
While I found ft difficult to
delay will cost a J!linimum of accepted it will have to be on and praise McDonald's for
follow the poorly developed
50,000
lives (those lost the
getting rid of foam boxes for
our terms" appeared on a
train of thought in the letter, ·
first decade); the increasing
single page in the Newswire. I hamburgers. We may fast a
several pieces of ignorance
rate of AIDS deaths means
day a week for the poor,
am appalled, discouraged,
and bigotry stood out. To
that
the
longer
it
takes
to
find
contribute
to the United Way,
ashamed
and
frightened.
speak of homosexuality as
an effective treatment, the
exalt the value of the liberal
I am appalled that stu"the road you have chosen"
higher the number of lives
arts, and condemn the
dents upon whose shoulders
is to misrepresent homosexby delay (and the greater the success of the twenty-first excesses of Iraq. But if we
cost
ual orientation at its most
have no understanding,
century will rest, students
basic level. To say this is like the number of heterosexuals
among the dead;) Is the
privileged beyond belief with compassion, appreciation,
telling a black person in our
tolerance, and Jove for the
the benefits and opportuniracist society that he/ she has delay so little a thing? If
···even
this
is
not
sufficient
to
people
with whom we live
of
a
liberal
education,
ties
chosen to be black (and must
appease your insistence on
and work and study, then the
students who have chosen, I
accept the consequences.)
whole experience is not
presume freely, to come to a
Orientation is discovered, or . courtesy to speakers, then I
out
that
if
would
still
point
worth the effort, and we
university
thaty
attempts
to
realized, not chosen; for
. neither nor able to enjoy or
gays on campus are to be
honor values have so little
many gays and lesbians it is
held ·responsible for the actolerance for and understand- protect our world.
clear in early childhood, and
tions
of
gays
anywhere,
then
often recognized long before
heterosexuals must also asthe ability to reason. Even
the Vatican Congregation for sume responsibility for those
who beat and kill homosexuthe Doctrine of the Faith
als,
disown their gay and
understands and accepts thisl
lesbian children, and refuse ·
You insist that homosexuals
.to hire or rent to homosexucannot legitimately ''blame
als. Do you really want to
heterosexuals for their bitter
take responsibility for all the
course." Who should they
racist, sexist, homophobic
blame? Who is it that deof our society?
killers
nounces gay~ and lesbians,
· If the staff of the Newswire
beats them up, discriminates
Wit of the Weck
must write their editorial
against them in laws, hiring,
page
like
hungover
freshmen
housing and medical care? Is
stumbling to type last minute
it not heterosexuals?
papers off the top of their
The line "You cry for the
heads, without either repersonal right to explore
.
search or analysis, they.could
your own sexuality, which
at least arrange to present an
includes sodomy, and then
alternative.
flaunt it at unsuspecting
.J.

y Christine E. Gudorf
eology Dept./ Chair
acultyComm.
Though there are recent
studies which illustrate a
strong trend toward a
decreasing breadth of perspective in U.S. news media,
the Oct 31 Newswire, in
particular the Perspectives
page, is without a doubt the
peerless example of this
trend. I am ashamed to be a
faculty member at an institution which has-taught
students neither more respect
for journalistic fairness, nor
high standards for writing.
Editorials, columns and
open letters, while aimed not
primarily at reporting facts
but at persuading readers, ·
should marshall facts into
arguments which move the
reason of the reader. These
articles totally ignore, or even
deny, both factual aspects of
present reality and the
historical contexts of these
topics, and rely on demagogic appeals to the basest of
humanemotions_: feai:anc:i-threat, prejudice and self~ .
interest.
How can your editorial
ignore the history of the last
forty years, in which a few
hundred blacks lost their
lives, thousands were beaten
and bombed, and thousands
more were arrested and
jailed, in non-violent
strugglesfor legal and
political integration? It was
the white majority which
acted with exclusion and
violence, and which continues to dicriminate in countless areas of life tooay. How
have you the nerve to insist
that the burden of full social
integration on campus rests
with the small black minority
here? Or is it your contention-despite the fact that
most of our white parents
would strongly object to your
dating, much less marrying, a
black person, or even developing a largely black circle of
friends-that black students
on campus should break with
the only group on campus in
which they need not fear
rejection and misunderstanding at some level, in order to
dedicate themselves to
integrating white groups and
converting white students
from conscious and uncon~
scious racism? What is the
responsibility of the white. ·
student majority? Shouldn't
the burden of redre5sing a
oppres400
. year history. of..

Reluctant response to
some students' opinions
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Xavier ready to host MCC ChOITl·Pionships
took them to (Our games an~ · has good control of her
and 15-9. The team ended
· .Acci>rding to sophomore
Deatrin.
'.
Dayton PlaYed th~·tough :..· sootsI II said
game
Jane
Moeller,
inning
has
this
tough
five
..., .·
·.· . . . ·.·
By Todd Meyer
seniorJUlieRobinson
is
. for five before I~~ 1~14 in'
streak at 2-3.
· .
··given the.team the oorifi- .
·77re Xilvier Newswire
game/'
·
.
·
·.
.
•
.
·
,
the
fifth
unstoppabie
outsi4e
···Xavierreturned home
· · dence it lacked in·past
. position Where she's hitting .
Friday hoping to get on ··. .
seasons. ~We enjoy yolleyball . The Lady Muskies have
··with confidence.•. Freshman
The Xavier women's
tracked versus Butler. The
now. ·There's a more positive potential.· Experienced .. ·.
·
·Gwen
Zang bas come ori
sophomore
setter,
Jennifer
volleyball team stumbled a
LadyMusJceteers came out
attitude on the team,"she ·
Nunn is the 'brains of the ...
strong at middl~ hitter and
bit this week leading up to
strong with the support of . . said.
.
the Midwestern Collegiate
the home aowd at Schmidt
•''Volleyball is an emotion., · .team'. ·she firiished sl!cond in · should gain valuable oonfidence.from the home court
~){CC iia assiSIS la~t year
Conference Championship,
Fieldhouse. .The Lady· .
filJed sport. A fifteen·poirit.
and is currently third this
crowd at Schmidt Fieldhouse.
losing road matches at
Musketeers lost their momatch is over quickly.
year.
.
· .
Deaton and his players
mentum to the experienre of
Momentum is important,"
Georgetown (Ky.) and
Soph()more
MaryNock
is
are exdled abouthosting the
said Deaton.
. Dayton. The Lady Muskies
Butler, falling in four games
dominating teams as an
tournament. "We should be
Xavier hopes to benefit
also lost to the league-leading 13-15,.15-3, 15-7 and 15-5.
outsidehitter. ''Mary can .
fired up'.· l'he team feels it
First year coach, f1oyd
. from this when they host the
Butler Bulldogs at Schmidt
has a lot to prove," he said.
Fieldhouse.
Deaton, is trying to supply
MCC Championship Novem- jump through the roof. She
The road matches are
the team with a winning
ber 16 and 17. "The home
court advantage should help
tiring the team. "Travelingis attitude. Withan 18-13
· The Midwestern Colle ·ate Conference
tough on the team," said
record, nearly twice last
· alot.. The fan support makes
us play better," said M<>eIJer..
senior defender Michelle
.year's victory total, that
Daley. "At home you have
attitude is arriving. ''The
"With that advantage we .
Women's Volleyball Championships
·could win because, all the
the benefit of an entire crowd college game is so comj:>etiteams are evenly matched."
supporting you. On the road tive," added Deaton. ''Presit may just be one or two
sure comes from within the
There's no clear-cut
Schmidt·Fieldholise
team. Everybody can
.
favorite to win the challlpionparents behind the team.'~. .
The loss.afpay~n w~ the :.'play...its.justamatterof.
. ·ship. "Itdependson\Yhich
Friday/N·():v~ 16],(9 a.m. ~· ~ p~m.)
Lady flyer's first Victory m
doing it."·
.· . .· .•. team is.playing well going . .
three hies against XU this
"A team needs to believe
into the tournament," said
Semi~fil\als-'<6·p~rir'& :p·1nr ·
in itself," said Daley. ·"I can
Daley. "Any team playing at'
season..The Lady Muskies
Saturday,
beat their league foe at the
see us developing a mental .
its best can beat another on a
toughness.·-Coach has a
particular night"
Duquesne ~oumamen~ in
(Finals: 5:00 p;m~)
September m a toug~ f1:vetough task molding players
"All we need is cohsisfrom three different coaching tency,'' added Deaton.
game match and agam m
Tickets:. Adults .$4.00
October athome. This time,
staffs. We now know we can "There's so much parity in
Students $1.00
the MCC. Butler is·undehowever, the Lady Muskies
play with the teams in our
feated in league plily, but we
lost in three games 15-9, 15-1 league."

road

frOmlter

Xavie,r {Jriiversity

s

s

·,

Noy.~7.(9 ~.m. ~ p~trt.)

Zucca/a leads team to success

Lady Muskies finish se.ason ndtie>naHy ranked
By Emmett Prosser
The Xavier Newswire
"Soccer is a funny game."
Those ·were the words of
women's soccer coach Frank
Zuccala after losing the
Midwestern Collegiate
Conference Championship to
Notre Dame.
Although it was a frustrating loss, it could not over.shad.ow the outStanding
accomplishrilents·of the Lady
Musketeers, who finished 122-2.
.

They clo'sed out the season
ranking 20th in the nation.
'National recognition of this
magnitude was unexpected.

''We were shooting for a
.500 season, butwe had kids
Willing to give their best.
effort all year," said Zuccala.
Outside fullback Debi
Sunderhaus was also surprised. "'I thought it would
take a while to gel with a
new roach, but he made us
all work hard and it all
clicked/' she said.
One reason the team was·
able to win this seas0n
itsdommating defense.

was

Defenders Sunae,~u~~Terry

our region in defense."
Ervick ranked third .
among goalies in the central
region.· She recorded six
shutouts and allowed only
.689 goals per game in 980

"We were shootfng

for a. 1500 season,··
· butwehad.kids ·
. w.i~~in,g !'! gif)e · ·.
.. theirbest effort all
year."

Ross, SueVogel, sw:eeper . · ..
·minutes.
Jenny Veid and gOalkeeper
Kelcey Ervick joined forces to
:.Though the offense. had a
strengthen the defensive unit.
bit of trouble scoring this
''The new kids in the back
season, All".'.Americancandi-·
were the key," sajd Zuccala.
date Marla Schuerman had
"We were ranked second in
no problems putting the ball

in the back.oOhe net~.
·Schuerman had 14· goals (5th
in the region) and seven . . ·
as5ists (2)•.The junior striker
has25 totalpointson the .. ·
.second, giving her an excel-·
.Jent chance at an All,;.Ameri- .
can honor.

all four to prove they were
one of the nation's best. ·
Nextyear.Zuccala plans to. ·.
add more top teams to the:. · .· ·
schedule.
·

''We hope. to·add. three ·top
ten teams. We need a few.· . ·
· "She's a great player,,, said . more power pointS for the · .
Zuccala. "She has a good. feel NCAAs next year/'h~<said; .
.
'
for where the goal is and
With
most
of
the
key.
.·where her teammates are on
; the field/' · · · ·
· players returning next
season; Zuccala·expects to do .
. ·
well .. : "I think we earned
Sunderhaus al!K) praisect
·
some
re5pect
this
y~r,
but
Schuennan~ ."She is smart. ·
we'll have a realstrOng ..
She plays well and getS the
chance.to get a .bid· next year.
ball in the net;"
·· · .
. if we get a ~uple inore ··
scorers, /1 }te explained •
. During the Season, the. .
Lady Muskies played four .
"I think we'll. be suceessful
top twenty teCims~ including
if we·.,
nextyear,eSpecially
George Washington and·
stay
healthy
and'
upgrade
our
Michigan ~tate. Xavier Beat
outside," added Sunderhaus.
·. ' '

'

.. _::

!

... -

•

·,

•,·..,'
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Vapors run out of stearn in tournament,
profesmonal-typepassing
SOCCER
FLAG FOOTBJU,L
game.
TUESDAY
'We. rely..,on speed," ·said a ·.· Intem'l Connection
4-0-0
- - - - - - - - - - confidentBn>er· ~~~t :~
.. ACMilan
· ..'~ 341 · ~~~:nofThalidomide ~
Some flag f~tball teams
teams have trouble keepirig · - Ball Busteri ·
341 · Norwood Billy Jacks
3-l
w:ould be satisfied with going up with uS."
A Soccer Team
2-1-1 Ceramics by Louise
2-2
undefeated du!ing the
. .: According (9 Broer, t~e
. XR's
2-2-0 Team Ganja
2_2
regulatr seasoofnt.hThe. Vapors · .• f~dtest pl~yer. ~ t.heFtea~ is
MFP
1-3-0; Live, from Baghdad
l-4
are no one
em. ·
. WI e receiver ..,.ve u er.
Tattbos
. 1~3-0 , Orie man Short
0-3
Theseruof5quadhad ....· : .. fuller'ieavesmuchofhiS':· .·.
I.nterMilan'Ete.·ven ·' 13-0 I 1· Sa
/om··
enjOyed tWo perfect seasons ·. :.: coverage back at the Uneof ' . Hank Live5
0:3-1
ta tan usage w
ons 0-3
before being ousted iri the .. ·. sciinunage 0n.Off'ellSe and is
3 ON 3 BASKETBALL THURSDAY ·
.league tournament last week. ·.81so a key p"1y~ on.defense,
~LOD 01 ·
4-o
'1..astyear;thereferees
heexplitinec:I~ . . ... ··· ,
WOMEN .
. Buckshots .
4-0
said we had a discipline
Many o.ther teaJ:ns have · WWWA
3-0 Irish Gardeners
3-1
probl~~ Sotheywo1ll~'t
rawta'lent;butfew·a~as ·.
NoNames
2.:.1 Spoilers
3-1
letus~ntheplayoffs,''.said
balancedas·thisgroup. ·The
Brockman Babes•
1.:.2 Chi
1· h
3-1
te~mcaptainJeffBroer. "The Vaparshave~fotofexperi- · OCaptain,MyCaptain 0-3 Jeni~~:
1-3
.year before that we got some. ence playing with each other, DMSION 1
Land of BOz
1-3
()-4
. reaBlly ba~ claofllsfi..". . .th.
. :~ch helllps Iii\ closellgtogamesth.' . ·N..ils
4-0 U.R.S.
. roer1e t
aating . e
. nerea ypaywe . e er
"'
ULoose
04
as a team. Everyo~e knows
Kegs on Legs
3-0 LD's
last two years· was biased.
04
what everyone else can do;
Tokens ·
2-1
This season, however, the
refereesha~ebeenmoreto
tl1eJ'eisnogreed,"romBreakfastCub
1-2 WOMEN
1-2
mented Broer;' ·
Starfish & Coffee
the Vapors' liking.· ''The refs
3-0
have been good thisyear. .
TheVaporsseem to have
Legion of Garbage
~~~ Ba Ba Kids
2-1
The upperclassmen haVe
the inside.track on the flag
Mudhens
v--. 36D's
Brockman
Babes
2-2
· done a good job; and the new football trophy this year.
DMSION II
()-4
Bans Hands
freshmen are calling good
Broer and·his team won't
Friendly Guys
3-0
games/' he said. · · . - .·
settle for anything l(?Ss. '.'We
Trojans ·
3-1
CO REC VOLLEYBALL
wanttwo things out of
Oreo Double Stuff
. The Vapors have demon~
2-1
Celmic Sia
tM
stratedtl\ey are a talented
·Xavier University," he
Fightin' Amish
2-1
Athletic Supporters
13-5
BBC
team. ·The squad uses its .
. exclaimed, "The flag football
1-2
iSossa~..
.
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Sossats
Weidemann's
Blue Balls
Indy Maddogs
Tattoos
Suidda'l Slcanks
· DryHeaves
WEDNESDAYCOREC

BGBC
Sossats
Slammers
Grand Slanupers
Penguin Lust
Sluggers
Fatties
FRIDAYMEN

Joe

Fightin Amish
Food Source
Big F.d Machine
Jerry's Kids
Country Joe & the Fish
Dig Deeper
Can Do Crew
Sand Diggers
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Swimmers meet the challenge of MCC foes
By Lena Ina

The Xavier Newswire
Although they didn't
come out winners, the Xavier
men's and women's swim
teams left Notre Dame with
the sense of accomplishment
this past weekend.
Both teams performed
wen all weekend. The teams

first participated in relay
events Friday. According to
Dan Mikula, men's cocaptain, the relays were
basically warm-ups for the
meet on Saturday. The men,
however, did exceptionally
well as the 200-yard free-style
team of Jason Tinker, John
Fischer, Phil Summe and
John Cole ove finished a

close second to UND.
On Saturday, the men
finished fourth behind powerhouse Notre Dame, St. Louis
and EvansvilJe. They placed
four points out of second due
to the lack of a diver.
"Everyone swam well. If
you take away the diving .
competition, we would have
laced hi her. We reall out-

times were better. "Comparing to our times this time last
year, we're swimming a lot
faster," said Mikula.
"Everyone's doing a good job
to achieving goals right
now."
The teams participate in
the Alumni Meet 6 p.m.
Friday at the O'Connor
Sports Center pool.

swam the other teams," said
Mikula.
The womendidn't finish
as well. "Even though we
lost, we did well. We knew
what to expect based on last
year's meets. However, some
teams were stronger than we
thought," explained Karen
Wieser.
Overall, the swimmers'

TWO BASKETBALL POINTS
YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS!

DECEMBER GRADS: GET OFF TO A GREAT START WITH
BURKE MARKETING RESEARCH

1. "MEET THE TEAM" RALLY

Burke Marketing Research, a leading force In the marketing research field, is currently
seeking dynamic individuals for a unique temporary study. This special assignment
will begin mid-January, and last 3 .4 months. This could provide you· the new.grad
with many opportunities and advantages:
•An inside look at one of the w~rld's leading market researc.h firms;

saturday, November 10 (Homecoming Weekend)
S<:hmidt Fieldhouse, Main Entrance

C\.J

Refreshments - 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Bring Cameras - Get Photos with Players

eJ •

~'n~

• Solid work experience, applicable to any business environment

Program: 2:30 p.rn. • 3:15 p.m.
• Coach Gillen Introduces Team and Coaches
• Xavier Highlight Film on Giant Screen .

• Exposure to Data Processing professionals in today's business environment

Admission: FREE

• Starting salary
$7.50 per hour

2. "SNEAK PEEK" EXHIBITION GAME
Xavier - vs. - Windsor

•Day shift hours • Monday through Friday

Monday, November 12, 1990
Schmidt Fieldhouse (7:35 p.m.)

We are seeking Individuals with excellent verbal eommunlcatlon skllls to conduct
national telephone ·surveys with users of office equipment. QualHled lndlvlduals wlll
be assertive, professional In manner, and able to gather lnfonnatlon from all levels of
management. Previous exposure to automated office equipment is a plusl

Sealing Is limited
..-~~~~~~~~~

Faculty & Staff:

Students:

.

illlll pidl up ~cht& 81 th<I O'Connoi
Sports CentlH' Ticket O!!ic9 <1n thas&
dollts~
Tue., Nov. &
9 Lm. • 5 p.m.

l.\lsl pick up fidcets as Ille \Mi"8faity
Centat Box Olftce en than dales ~
Tue•• Nov. 6
8 Lm. - 6 p.m.
Wed., No,,. 1
e.m. • p.m.

e

a
x.u.1.c.
"'/CU/lent &licltar. No menl w.ros.

9 a.m. • e pm
•11111
Employee 1.0.
No ticbts available after these dates.
WW., Nov. 7

Eacll SIUdln1 muu fthow 1 w.11d

Apply by submitting your resume to Burke Marketing Research, 2621 Victory Parkway,
Cincinnati, OH 45206 or call 559-7520 for addHlonal information.

~ slKl" •

No ~ets avaibbl• after lheSe i:llllut.

x.u.

(Umtt: Two per person).

(Limit; Ont per stud&IW)

DOMINO'S PIZZA CALENDAR OF SAVINGS
~

3915

....:~y,o-·

•

.
..,
'
"
"
"'
"
"'
'
...
.
,
~~~~~~~V~U~29~~

DominoS Pizza offers saving~:~ery~:!,of:::.::,ee~'.
;9&:74(j0°ad~

11 :oo a.m.-2:00 a.m. sun.-Thurs.
11:00 a.m.-3:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

II.

LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING ss.95 - - - .CALL US ABOUT WACKY WEEK OFFERS
OCT.1

OCT.8

Xa~-~~r. Qniv~!sity "No Coupon" Specials!
'lllaada

AUG. 27

AUG. 28

Thuraday

Frida

AUG. 29

AUG. 30

AUG. 31

SEPT. 3

SEPT. 4

SEPT. 5

SEPT. 6

SEPT. 7 .
..

Saturda

Sunda

SEPT. 1

SEPT. 2

SEPT. 8

SEPT. 9

INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95 -

SEPT. 10

SEPT. 11

SEPT. 12

SEPT. 13

SEPT. 14

SEPT. 15

OCT.4

OCT. 5

OCT.6

OCT. 7

SEPT. 16

OCT. 9

OCT. 10

OCT. 11

OCT. 12

OCT. 13

OCT.14

LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING s5.95
OCT.15

OCT. 16

OCT. 17

OCT.18

OCT. 19

OCT. 20

OCT. 21

TWO FREE TOPPIJ!IGS ON ANY PIZZA
OCT. 22

OCT. 23

OCT. 24

OCT. 25

OCT. 26

OCT. 27

OCT. 28

LARBE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING SS.95

INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95 -

-

OCT. 29

NOV.5

OCT. 30

OCT. 31

NOV.1

~ov.

2

NOV. 3

NOV. 4

INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95 NOV. 7

NOV. 8

NOV. 9

NOV. 10

NOV. 11

INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS 57.95 -

SEPT. 17

~
~1990

W.dneada

OCT. 3

TWO FREE TOPPINGS ON ANY PIZZA

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~
Monda

OCT. 2

SEPT. 18

SEPT. 19

SEPT. 20

SEPT. 21

SEPT. 22

SEPT. 23

NIFTY •a.so 14" CHEESE PIZZA 1 TOPPllG-2 LITER BOTTLE OF COXE -

Domlno"s Pizza, Inc. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery area to ensure driver salely.

. 12" Cheese pizza with one
topping, $4.99 (Valid 11 a.m.4 p.m. Only)
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Quincy Jones' film holds
message worth listening to
By Kent Thompson

The Xavier Newswire
Many questions have come up about the issue of cam·
pus-wide recycling. In order to clarify the current situation,
and hopefully spark some interest, I would like to report on
the efforts of the Recycling Club.
The white recycling bins which were previously located
throughout the campus were moved because they were
borrowed from the recycling company which picked up our
recycleables. These bins are no longer available. The executive committee, just this past week, created a committee to
work on formulating a campus-wide recycling effort to
include offices as well as classrooms and dormitories. In
t~s way, r~cling will become a permanent part of University operations.
Currently, the Recycling Oub has bins located in a
majority of the wings in the residence halls. These bins are
marked "cans only," and are emptied weekly. ·
It has been the past policy of the Recycling Oub to allow
other clubs on campus to use recycling as a fund raiser. A
club is responsible for collecting cans for one month. The
money paid .by the recycling company is then given to the
club responsible for collecting the cans. If your organization
would like to volunteer to coordinate a collection contact
Micki Beresford, Project Manager, at 351-8517. We will
continue can collection as a fund raiser until the University
policy is implemented.
A new addition to recycling this year has been computer
paper recycling. Thanks to some tremendous interest on
t~e part of the Computer Center employees, this project is
fmally off the ground. The Registrar's' office and the library
have also expressed interest in recycling their computer
paper. If your office is interested in computer paper recycling, contact Mary Boyarski, Project Manager, at 662-2101.
The Office of Commuter Services is sponsoring a program "Biodegradable Products and Recycling for Everday
Living." There will be a speaker from the citizen's action
group, CLEAR, on Nov. 8 from 3:00 • 4:00 p.m.
If you have any questions regarding recycling you may
contact Susan Menkhaus at 531-0198 or come to our meetings on Thursdays at 4:30 p.m. at The Dorothy Day House.

"Honest," is probably the
best word to describe "Listen
Up! The Lives of Quincy
Jones." Over the years, many
biographical films have been
made about notable personalities, few have been as
ambitious as "Listen Up!"
But stating that this film is
just about Qunicy Jones does
not do justice to this movie.
This film is a historical documentary which includes:
revealing insights into the
history of jazz, the civil rights
movement, and the more
recent phenomenon of rap
and the effect it has had
assisting the remergence of
black pride and interest in
Afro-American culture in this
country.
This movie consists of a

series of testimonials from
people who influenced Jones'
life and the people whose
lives' he toudled. The
testimonials range in scope
from people who lived in
Jones' neighborhood when he
was a child to jazz legend

MOVIE REVIEW
Miles Davis and pop idol
Michael Jackson. Each
interview paints a slightly
different portrait of the now
legendary producer I performer.
But the film is not completely an idealized picture of
an extraordinary individual.
The film is better described as
a gripping portrait of what it
takes to be truly successful.
While Jones has accumu·
lated both wealth and fame

in his lifetime he also had to
make sacrifices. As with
many succesful people, Jones'
career was his first priority,
family and home were
distant considerations. And
"Listen Up!" includes testimonials from his children
about what it was like to
have a father who was so
preoccupied with success.
Find a reason to see this
film as it is both touching and
humorous. However, it is
also long, nearly two hours,
and at times too stylized.
You'll wonder if you're
watching a bizarre merger of
Pepsi and Dockers a commer·
cials. But as a whole, the film
is well worth your time.
I promise that when you
leave the theatre you'll feel
that, with enough hard work
and dedication, there will be
nothing you can't accomplish.

President Jeanne Schmalz
and Theta Phi Alpha
welcomes its 1990 Pledge
Class:

CAGE hosts documentaries
The Cincinnati Artists'
Group Effort (CAGE) will be
hosting an evening with
experimental documentry
filmmaker Peter Thompson
on Nov. 9 as a part of the
CAGE 1990/1991 Film/
Video Series.
Thompson will be on hand
to screen his films "Two
Portraits," and "Universal
Hotel." "Two Portraits" is
divided into two sections
each profiling one of his
parents In ''Universal Hotel,"
Thompson reconstructs a
"meditation on 12 photographs of a Polish prisoner of
war who was forced to
participate in a deep cold and

rewarming experiment at the
Dachau concentration camp
in 1942."
Through the use of optical
printing and the personal
narration of facts and observations, Thompson explores
the themes of remembrance,
the desire fo r knowledge, the
impossibility of reconstruction history, photographic
believability, and the workings of the family.
Thompson will screen his
films at the University of
Cincinnati, 600 Alms in the
School of Design, Art,
Achitecture and Planning, on
Nov. 9, at 8:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Seated left to right: Kris Co.utoulakis, Daphne Snedgar, Paula Tojo, Ruthi Mill;er.
Stand_fr,g left. to tright: Jeanne Schmalz (President), Kristina Roose, Jenny Durrough, Heather
Martin, Chnsty Browning.
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Can Chucky hack it at .box office? Artist of Xu exhibit
most of the ti.me at.the ex- .
pense of nearly everything
The Xavier Newswire
else.
Such is the case with
Sorry, Jack ... Chucky
Child's Play 2.
lacks.
Chunky gives an admiActually, that is not
rable performance. _The dry
entirely true. Chucky makes wit and sadistic sense of ·.
an otherwise dull Child's
Play 2, somewhat bearable.
MOVIE REVIEW
As is often the case with
films of this nature, a wellreceived "part one" proinpts humor, combined with the.
the creative team to begin
vision of the doll that everypumpimg out sequels on a
one's sister kept tucked away
regular basis.
in the closet assures audi:.
Following this procedure
ences will be pleased with the
means placing high priority
little Chuckster.
on the "gross factor" and the
Unfortunately, the charm
personality of the vill\an,
of Chuc~y can not lllake _u~
By Kent George

A CAREER OF CONSEQUENCE
THE MANAGER'S ROLE IN
HEALTH SERVICES
If you are interested in exploring the opportu- .
nities, come meet with Paul Hiltz, V.P; Clermont
Mercy Hospital and 1983 Xavier MHA grad.:Uate.
Learn about the Xavier MHA degree and the .
·
dual .MHJ\/MBA option . · · .
. Time: 2:00 p.m: to4:oo p.m. . .
_Date:·Thurday, November 15, 19~io>
Place: Career Planning and Placement

teache~,with

·for the serious lack of suspense the film exhibits.
Based on the audience's
reaction, Chucky's future
.
jects, plant and animal forms,
Drawings by Dale Leys
looks bright. Hnot as a murbe
exhibited
at
Xavier's
while two are figural .. The
will
derous doll, then as a standArt
Gallery
from
Nov."
9
until
artist,
a teacher, compares Six ·
up comi;?dian.
Nov. 30.
··
Different Forms, with its
Qfane Heileriman; art critic multiple images to the
· process ofteaching,where a
for the LouisvilleCouner
point:is inade many different·
Journal wrote. oHhe recent .
exhibition ab<>ilt some of
.·. ways. His drawing, Coda; is
works in Lexington:
. similar to the overlaid images
"Dale Leys of Murray, ·. . .
of the prehistoric cave ·
Kentucky proves himself to · paintings in Lascaux, France.
be one of the state's finest
Theoverl.aid images in his
artists in a small but signifiwork reveal ~{fascinating
cant exhibit .'Dale Daniel Leys tension between flat images .
Recent Di'awirigs,' thatch~rts and those.in perspective; Mr.
a rich and. rewarding new.di-: · Leys is represented.by· the
·
·
rection." · ·
Heike Pickett C~llery of Lex.W.orking with conte,
ington, Kentucky.. From
.
pastel, arid.graphite ori
:Xavier,-the exhibit will move
paper, the artist executes·
.to Southern Illinois Univer.;.
.drawings within drawings,
sity Muse\fm, Caroondale;
resulting in multiple images.. Illinois in 199.1.
Chucky; the demonic_ doll may . in which each one is similar
There will be an opening·
· to, yet differentffom, the
be tearing up audiences with
on Friday, Nov. 9
reception
oth~rs
..
Subjeds
include:
an.
·
.
laughter ·
·.. , .· ·
from 7:00 - 9:00'p.ni; ·
·
emphasis on landscape, ob-

images

these

<·1·:.WE1BUY'8c':SELL :I,>'

HUGESELECTION"OF IMPO~TS. ·.
•ROCK '•SOUL
. 9JAIL

•METAL ··ALTE~NATIVE ~BLUES
•PUNK •OLD R&B . · •OLDIES

.HMO's . . Health Insurance ..
Mental Health Services
Medical Group Practice Management
The General Hospital . . Nursing Homes
Multi-Hospital Sy$tems

··~:,··
G'l

rxl HEARLD
lH.J,

·~
AVE. .· :

~

DANA AVE.

NEW&.USED COMPACT DISCS

"VOTED TIIE BEST RECORD STORE IN aNciNNATI ·~by. QNONATI MAGAZINE". t9s7
. MON. - SAT 11-9 ·
SUN 12-6

ROCK T-SHIRTS

& POSTERS .

..

. 53...-1·.-.·.4··.5. 0.O·'
.

'

61b6MONTGOMERYRD .
. . · ·: (AT RIDGE) CINTI.; OH

.

.

.

·R.A./C.A~ Appreciation.. Day

Love

~Jll../G..91..
Tod·ay, November.· 1;· 199()
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Playhouse heats up to new production,'Burn This'
sticks that will ignite a fire.
Larry is Anna's roommate.
He lives on the fringe of
"normalcy." He has managed to come to grips,
through humor, with the less
typical aspects of modem
life. His sardonic edge brings
both poignancy a~d levity to
life's ups .and ·downs. Larry
is the release valve in this
pressure cooker. The levity
he lends to the other characters reminds us that life
shouldn't be taken too
seriously.
Burton is Anna's loverI
surrogate father. The only
normal figure in the play.
His regularity boarders on
saccharine and his chivalry is
out of character in these
modem days. Ofcourse, he
finishes last.
Pale is the outsider, the
·tumultuous usurper of the
status. quo.. He is the other
stick. ·He is also the undeniable link,· acting as fuel to the
fire, everyone's present yet
always hidden id. As the
sponge to all of life's excesses, Pale has the experience of liying that most of us
. crave yet very few of us

By Kirk A. Duclaux
Contributing writer
As winter makes itself
more apparent with its cold
and shorterdays, you may
·find yourself lusting after the
lost nights of a sweltering
summer. Rest assured
summer will come again, but
until it d~, take refuge in .
the Playhouse in the Park's
recent production, "Bum
This." It is one of Lanford
Wilson's newest plays and
probably Cincinnati's most
dangerous. Starting Nov. 1,
and continuing until the 25th,
you'll be able to experience
theatre as you experience life,
on the edge of passion, tears,
and near schizophrenia. The
intimate setting of the
Thompson Shelterhouse is
perfect as we eavesdrop in on
the most delicate aspects of of
four lives.
·
·
Anna Mann is a dancer
who is struggling to find her
niche in a close-knit Club.
. She has l~ftthe stage for a
more rewarding and less
rigorous career as a choreog"".
rapher. She is.one in a pair of

NEWSWIRE CLASS/FIEDS
................. ··················••.••.•••• ...........................•.••.••···.•.·••.•.•.•.·.•·.·.•••.••.••

could deal with in reality.
Anna is a modem woman
with her own life-style, yet
with the explosion of Pale
into her life, her stolid
sensibilities break down.
Robby, Anna and Larry's
roommate, is the catalyst, the
common denominator that
brings these characters
crashing into one another.
He has died in a freak car
accident and while never
entering onto. the stage, his
presence directed the destiny
of the others.. Through his
death, others will find new
lives.
THI:J\TRL: RLVILW

Anna, who outgrows·
Burton to find Pale; Larry,
who is forever his own
person in other's eyes; and
the memory of Robby
synthesize into a wholly
modem concept of a 20th
Century mind. Jay E. Raphael has directed this gang
ofsingularities into a cohesive and fully developed ·
e~tity. Each partofthe
human puzzle is represented

by a clarity and when comto repeatedly as the modern
day Stanley Kowalski of "A
bined, create the whole, the
Streetcar Named Desire,"
soul; introspection will find
Pale is representative of the
ourselves on stage.
new brand of machismo. A
Jacquelyn Riggs plays
Mickey Rourke of sorts that
Anna with definite clarity.
Her understanding of Anna's knocks you to your knees
while you're begging for
station and predicament
more.
comes more through the
relevance of Wilson's writing
Burton is played by Stuart
that her own acting.. Riggs
Rider.. Blond-haired and
seem5 to relate to Mann and, . blu~yed with a big "S" on
by clinging onto the parallel,
his chest; Larry is played by
she makes the character .
Michael Babin, who seems to
believable, but.not totally
be at home on the stage. His
successful.
portrayal of Larry is comMichael Hammond plays
mendable.
Pale brilliantly. He bulls over
"Bum This" holds a
the audience capturing Pale's
significant
place in modern
abrasive crudeness as well as
theatre.
The
Pulitzer Prize
his strange manic sensitivity.
winning
writer
will no doubt
Hammond adeptly gauges
be
looked
to
as
a
realist with
the mood swings with
insight
and
compassion.
The
philosophical insights the
Playhouse's production
character of Pale should
should be highly successful.
convey.
If
theatre had its own "AshLanford Wilson has given
Can
School" genre, "Burn
Pale a unique role in the
This" would stand high as
theatre. In these days of
both relevant and necessary
"Driving Miss Daisy," and
to gripping modem day
endless sequels, Hammond
realities .
has been given the opportu"Bum This" portrays the
nity to play a character that
idiosyncracies that make life
mugs the other characters
interesting and.worth living.
~nd ·steals the stage. ·Referred
-
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. WANTED:
ENTHUSIASTIC
.INDIVIDUAL or
student organization
to promote Spring
Break destinations
for 1991. Earn
commissions, free
trips and valuable
work experience.
COMPUTER
Apply now! Call
OPERATOR. 20
Student Travel
hours/week.
Service. 1-800-265Flexible schedule. 12 1799. ·Ask for Tony.
.month job. Full time
summers. Computer SITIERWANTED
for infantin my
·literate per5on. ·
available atJeast 11 / home, 1 day per
2 years~ $6.50/hour. week, sometimes
Perry&. DerrickCo. evenings. Walnut
Hills. Please call
. NorwOOd.· Coritad
SAT. ONLY. 9-11
Hugh Lowrey3S'.lS800.
. a.m .. 751"."2596.

Off-Campus
Housing
Walk to campus

.....
,

··Home. for the Holidays?
Call Talgood Travel & you might win a $300
· · . . gift cert,ificate; ..
.
ALSO: CHECK THESE' SPECIALS•·
. CHICAGO Rff AIR FROM $100
7 NIGHTS IN CANCUN FR0~$349
3 NIGHTS IN THE eAJiAMAS $293
3DAYCRUISJlFR()M $3~5
. . .. •certa41restri,ctions apply .· ·
An1werourtrivia qunlion comctly orm1ke a rne!Yalion
through Talgoocl Tnvel, ad get reptencl to win a $.10C;gift
certificate. Drawing w,ill be held 3-1-90. The qunlion ii .. .n1me the

·c.Omlluikei1tate.
. cALL US. WE CA.N $AVE YOU MONEY!

,,

-

. TALGOODTRAVEt··
652 MAIN STREET

.

651-9997
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Cable Hook-up

$245and up

Oxford Apts.
1005 Dana Ave.
Call A.B. at
861-5928
474-0449

...
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All announcements for the
weekly Calendar must be
sent to The XJlf1ier Newswire
office in the University'
Center, ground floor, by
Friday, prior to publication,
at 12 p.m. (noon). Please
direct mail to Gary Wahoff,
Calendar editor. Be sure to
include name and phone
number.

November
ComeDownUnder
and enjoy SAC's
Wednesday Jumpstart
from 9:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m.
Admission is free.

7

8

CBA's pre:.registration forum runs
from 4:00- 5:00 p.m.
inCBA2.

mous meeting today from
4:00 - 5:00 p.m. in the Regis
Room. All are welcome to

attena.·· ·

·

13

Today is the eelebration of
the birthday of Dorothy
Day, who _was born in 1897.
Amesty Intemational holds its
meeting today at
2:00 p.m. in the Dorothy

9

.· .

PCiY !-1~'1.SE?· ;'

.
12

.
10

1be Commuter Assistants
and Programs iri Peace and
Justice present ''Biodegradable PrOducts and Recy".'
cling for Everyday Living
in the Commuter Lounge
from 1:00 p.m.-2:30 p.rn.
For more information; call
Lee Fenwick at 745-3205~

XUAA is sponsoring an ·
o~n Alcoholics Anony-

.
14

11

Xavier UniverTonight's Homecoming
A student recital is
.
.
sity's
Alcoholics
event is Comedy Fest II
· · · held today at 3:00 .
·
·
·
.
Anonymous
has
p.m. in the Cash
featuring XU grad Michael
an
open
meeting
today
at
f1annery and Showtime's
Room in l.Ogan Hall.. All
4:00
p.m.
in
the
Regis
Judy Tenuta. The show is
are invited to attend.
Room. Anyone is wel""
in the Armory and admiscome tQ attend.
A tiJf of the hat to all of
sion is $5 for students, $8 .
for alumni, and $10 for the
those who gave of them''Peace and Justice in El
general public..·Stick .
· 5elve5 in the inilitary on this
Salvador" is the fopic
.
aroundaftertheshowand · ···Veterans Day; ··
.
with
Paul
knitter
tciday
rOck to the sound of The
and Dr. Timothy White in
Cruiseuntil l:OOa.m.
the.Terrace Roomat 11:30
Men.'s Basketball
a.m. an~ 12:30 p.rn.
Exhibition game .·
AHomecoming
· tonight at Schlnidt
''A question of C()nFieldhouse.
..
... Alumni Reception
science0 is on the burner
· · and ~n House
for tonight's vidoo and ·
The Department of Safety
is spon$0red by th(! Dorothy
·panel discussion at·7:30
and Security is sponsoring
Day Hou5e.from 3:00 - 4:30
p.m. in Tucker's Lounge,
Operation ID today from
p.m.
Brockman Hall. The event
4:00..; 7:00 p.m. in Kuhlman
Dance the night away at .
is sponsored by. Alpha· ·
Halt·
Xavier's annual HomecomSigma Nu and the panel. ing Dance featuring Insuffiists will:be Fr. Ben UrmLearn to swing
.
cient Funds; .Tickets are
stOn;
S:J.,Dr. PaulKnitter,
:.
d~rice t~night
$20/couple and $llfor a
Joanne Rizer, a Cinn ..
.
7.00- 8.00 p.m. in
single. ·The event, held at
lawyer, and Sam Lind, of
the Terrace Room; .
.
the Cincinnati Convention
the Young Republicans.
Don Tasso~e is the guest
. Center, is from 9:00 p.m.speaker in tonight's PRSSA
1:00 a.m. Ticketsare
It's that time one~ again to
meeting .to be held in CBA
available in the SAC office.
. pre.:register fordasses for
1 .. Tassone, from Procter .
the Spring Semester. Good
. and'Gamble/wiUbe .•...
hick finding the classes
.· speaking on <;orporate p .R. ''
youneed!
-·
'
,..

An Academic Forum in
preparation for pre:.registration is sponsored by The
College of Business Administration and runs from
2:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m. and 5:30
p.m.-6:30 p.m. in CBA 2
Clod 3.
'
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ITZA 501..0 IS H·ERI!
SERVED AT THREE GREAT LdCATIGNS.:
DOWNUNDER
MUSKETEER
c~~~~J:~1f~~ORE
'
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.100% . REAL ·
MOZZARELLA
CHEESE!

FRESH, HANDSTRETCHED DOUGHI
11ZAOVER
PIZZA TURNOVER!

WE USE NO
IMITATION
'TOPPINGS!

WE WILL MATCH ANY COMPETITORS OFFER* SO YOU CAN TASTE SOME
OF THE BEST PIZZA YOU VE EVER HAD!'
1

WEDE.LIVER!.
745-3530
YOU ASKED FORIT, YOU GOT IT!

*GOOD

TILLl~l-91

